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It is a virus epidemic that infects the mind and it has now spread out of control. There is something
fundamentally wrong with the thinking in America and much of the West today. It is as if a computer virus
has spread to humans and has infected their minds. Specific examples of the symptoms probably are not being
noticed because they are rapidly becoming the norm. The virus seems to hinder the ability to process data; the
ability to comprehend; to understand and profit from experience, and to think rationally. I will mention just a
few examples that I was exposed to in the last few weeks so you might identify and isolate the virus yourself if
those infected should get anywhere near you. Neither of the closings went well. On this end the closing was
delayed for a month because of the stupidity of the title company and on the other end the house sale in New
York is being delayed by a dumb mistake by one of the lawyers doing the closing. I will not even talk about
the minds of some of the realtors that I have dealt with because it is too late for those that are already brain
dead Debbie your excluded. We had a well known insurance company insuring the property we just bought
here it is the company that uses an umbrella in its ads. They sent an agent out to look at the property and we
were told that everything was fine. We then called the independent insurance broker from whom we obtained
the insurance and he told us that he talked to the umbrella company and that they will not drop us if we got the
siding treated. Fine, we spent almost three thousand dollars getting the wood treated and then sent them
pictures proving the wood siding was taken care of. So I told my wife to call the umbrella company directly
and when she did the umbrella company phone agent said that we were really dropped because their company
does not insure houses that burn wood for heat. Nevermind, that the only wood burner is outside and away
from the house. So apparently the letter they sent us about the siding misrepresented why they dropped our
insurance. The independent insurance agent we were going through was also either lied to by them or was just
making things up as he went along himself. Since I have the proof in writing I might have a mind to sue them
for our costs of getting the siding treated. However, I know if you sue one insurance company under the
intrusive insurance system in this nation they will freely exchange this data with every other insurance
company in the world. You then will not be able to obtain insurance from any other insurance company. I
guess I sat through 20 or more arraignments before they got to her case. Most of them were for check fraud. I
found out something I did not know. They also get about 3 months to a year probation but after the probation
expires nothing about the charge is retained on their record. So next time they defraud someone their prior
convictions will not count! That means that as long as these criminals do not get caught again while on
probation they will have a clean record forever to go on defrauding people. Then we wonder why there is so
much fraud in America. First these criminals have to get caught, and next the prosecutor has to want to charge
them, and then even after they go to the judge he just lets them off by paying restitution, court charges and a
little probation. Then in a few months they have a clean record and are free to rip people off all over again
knowing that next time they get caught they only will have their wrist slapped again. He finally did take a look
under the kitchen sink and then he told me that there is no connection for the sink sprayer on the sink so the
prior owner probably changed sinks and that is not the original sink. I said there is a connection on that sink
and I gave him a flashlight so he could actually at least see it this time. He then looks again and agrees that
there is a place on the sink to connect the spray hose. I had enough and I think he got the message when I
loudly called my wife and told her I thought you called someone out here that would fix the problems not
quote unreasonable prices to fix what I could fix myself for a couple of bucks. Frankly, in the time that he
made his sales pitch he could have had both problems fixed and I would be happy to use his service again. I
flushed that plumbing company. I had a flat on my Hyundai the other day on a dirt rood in the middle of
nowhere. After you get the lug nuts off and jack up the car with their toy tools, the wheel does not come off no
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matter how hard you pull on it. My wife had to walk up a hill where she could get cell phone reception to call
our mechanic to find out how they get tire wheels off of this Hyundai. We find out that he uses something like
a sledge hammer and bangs on the inside of the tire and rim. That was useful information but was not much
help with my problem since we do not carry sledge hammers in our trunk. I tried big sticks, rocks, kicking,
cursing, etc. Finally a logging truck came down the road and the driver had a wrench as big as a sledge
hammer and we knocked the tire off. Otherwise it would have been a very long day. The moral of the story is
if you are going to buy a Korean Hyundai prepare to use a sledge hammer on it. We have been doing a lot of
visiting of churches in the area trying to find a new church home. These churches do not hang the ten
commandments, mind you, they just hang a huge church covenant that came out of some old hymnal that
certain people blow up, frame and hang on a wall for legalistic emphases. One church was actually a top
contender for a church home for us until I noticed that big framed church covenant in their lobby and then also
found out that their youth minister cannot be ordained or become a deacon in that church because he once had
a divorce. Seems they think he cannot be a deacon but he can preach from the pulpit at times and pastor the
youth of the church all of the time. I guess the Bible does not say anything specifically about youth ministers
so it is fine with them if he pastors their kids but God forbid that he becomes a deacon in their church. I ran
into this issue in my last church as well. There you even had to agree to that church covenant or you could not
even become a member and if your wife was divorced before she was even saved and you married her you
could never become a deacon. I wonder why members in local churches cannot have the wisdom to discern
who is or is not qualified for leadership? Do they have to woodenly use passages that they probably do not
even fully understand to determine matters that are meant to be discerned by the local body? Where is the
freedom in Christ for the local body to actually determine who is or is not suitable to be their church leaders?
Anyway, we could not join the church in our old location without being hypocrites by agreeing to that
covenant and I never could get them to change their membership requirements even after attending the church
for over a year. In that time, they hired and fired a pastor and I had no vote in the matter. So when we moved
here I had already decided that I am not going to keep attending any church where I cannot be a member
without being a hypocrite. So the church search still goes on for us because many Baptists want to display on
the wall that they lack freedom to use their own spiritual discernment. Anyone ever try to change a direct
deposit routing with Social Security? This Ro-bot lets just call her Ro must have asked me about thirty
questions most requiring spelling of names or a series of numbers that Ro would repeat back and ask if it was
correct. Only thing, Ro was no Hal, Hal understood English pretty good and even though I thought I was
talking English to Ro she kept reading back numbers and letters that I never said. This conversation with Ro
went on for about a half hour. I still wonder what bank Ro actually will send my direct deposit to since the one
thing that Ro never repeated back was the bank routing number. Every time I go into Wal-Mart these days
there is something to remind me that prices keep going up even though the government tells us that there is no
inflation. Often the prices stay the same but the packages keep getting smaller. I remember that happening in
the days of Jimmy Carter when inflation was running 10 to 20 percent each year but now we are told there is
no inflation. So why are most half gallons of ice cream now 48 ounces. Why are 8 ounces of yogurt now 6
ounces? Why are lb packages of candy now 11 ounces? I saw lb packages of lettuce drop to 12 ounces and
then 8 ounces in one place, etc ,etc. Do the manufactures really think the American people are so brain dead
that they will not notice that they are buying less for the same amount of money? Seems that we are or these
rapidly shrinking products would rapidly shrink off the shelves when we refuse to buy these obvious
deceptions. Just wait until the value of the dollar drops and all the Chinese produces in Wal-Mart suddenly
double. Believe me there is a lot more I could bring up but I think you get the idea why I think that many
minds are infected by a brain virus. I am sure you have your own stories to bring up as fitting examples. You
can if you want. Using me and this article as an example does not count. The control freak leftist agenda to
totally control your world is underway in America. The real agenda of Obama and the radicals he appoints and
the Congress that support him is all about establishing government control over everyone. You might as well
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forget about the rights [â€¦] Geographically they simply live where Russia is going to do what they want. In
the end I think they are going to have to realize that Russia has annexed their province and to fight them will
turn out to be suicide. Christian parents need to get control of public schools or get their children out of them
Our public schools played a large role in producing the postmodern amoral generation we have in America
today. There is little doubt that the public schools will now accelerate their attempts to make all children
subjects of the radical Far Left social engineering Marxists that run our education systems. Now they have
government supporting them [â€¦] Eugenics through population control The article gives the connection from
eugenics to world population control. The power elite want the earth to have far less people for the sake of the
environment. The people they really want to limit are what they consider the genetically inferior underclass.
Many of the world birth control polices are toward that end. Fascist Jackals take control of Russia Russia is
now fascist and most of the people in Russia love it. So did Germany under Hitler. Fascism with dictatorial
leaders can be a very efficient system.
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The Fed should create a housing bubble Hepatitis C: Since the announcement that the two BostonMarathon
bombers had origins in Chechnya, dozens of bloggers have beenposting messages to Twitter and Facebook,
accusing the Czechs ofterrorism and even calling for US retaliation against the CzechRepublic. Ambassador
Petr Gandalovic has posted the following messageon the web site for the Czech embassy in Washington: As
many I was deeply shocked by the tragedy thatoccurred in Boston earlier this month. It was a stark reminder
ofthe fact that any of us could be a victim of senseless violenceanywhere at any moment. As more information
on the origin of the alleged perpetrators iscoming to light, I am concerned to note in the social media a
mostunfortunate misunderstanding in this respect. We are determined to stand side by side with our alliesin
this respect, there is no doubt about that. After the Russian invasion of the SouthCaucasus nation of Georgia,
bloggers posted messages about Russiainvading the U. The Fed should create a housing bubble In , famous
left-wing economics pundit Paul Krugman wrote a columnin which he advocated that the Fed and the Bush
administration takesteps to create a housing bubble. His reasoning was that consumerswould be able to
refinance their houses and use the money to purchasethings in shopping malls, which would improve the
economy. Krugman is not someone that anyone would accuse of knowing anythingabout economics. He had
one important qualificationâ€” his deep hatred of President Bush â€” and that qualification wasenough for the
intellectuals in the Nobel Prize committee to award himthe Nobel prize. Huffington Post Hepatitis C: The
hidden epidemic for the Boomer generation Among the ways that the deadly Hepatitis C virus are using dirty
drugneedles, or by sharing the straws used to snort cocaine. The virusmay do nothing for years after infection,
and then attack the liver,causing life-threatening liver disease or liver cancer. The HepatitisC virus is an
inner-city and drug-user epidemic: Infection among IVdrug users is estimated at 60 percent and in the prison
population atabout 50 percent. However, a startling new CDC study shows that thereis a Hepatitis C epidemic
in the making among the Boomer generation. Even oneexperiment with drugs can be enough to be infected
with the virus, andnow many of these Boomers are developing liver disease, requiring aliver transplant.
According to one researcher: But probably 10 timesthat number have an underlying, smoldering disease and
areasymptomatic.
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Chapter 3 : This manâ€™s memory of the AIDS crisis has gone viral on Twitter / Queerty
"Terrorism is the fruit of hatred - hatred of life, hatred of civilization and the [modern] era, hatred of society and state,
hatred of living people. The young people who have become tools of murder and human bombs are the sons of the
culture of hatred, and the outcome of a fanatical culture and extremist ideology that sees life, its.

There are no confirmed reports that anyone who came in contact with Duncan has contracted the disease, yet
officials--both in the U. Duncan was accused of traveling to the U. To date, Ebola has infected around 7,
people and caused some 3, deaths in West Africa, according to official statistics--though some health experts
believe the actual number of cases might be more than twice as high. The vast majority of cases have emerged
in three countries: Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia. Centers for Disease Control has announced they will
begin screening all travelers entering the U. For example, Thomas Duncan was very likely asymptomatic
when he entered the U. But as Larry Gostin, a professor of global health law at Georgetown University, told
NPR , "[G]overnments, even if they know better, will sometimes reply to that political outcry. This kind of
venomous racism is spilling over into bigoted attacks on African immigrants. Of course, no one is bothering to
determine whether they came in contact with Duncan in any way. We ought to be asking bigger questions
about the U. As the Verge reported: The difference in treatment for U. This highlights the racism and
inequality of the for-profit approach to health care in general, and especially the health care needs of people of
color. This is the terrorism of poverty," Paul Farmer, a Harvard professor and co-founder of Partners in
Health, told the Washington Post after a recent trip to Liberia. However, the Post reported, "The [World
Health Organization], an arm of the United Nations, is responsible for coordinating international action in a
crisis like this, but it has suffered budget cuts, has lost many of its brightest minds, and was slow to sound a
global alarm on Ebola. Not until August 8, four and a half months into the epidemic, did the organization
declare a global emergency. Hospitals and aid workers lack basics like gloves and protective equipment,
medicines and rehydration fluid. Several experimental Ebola vaccines and another experimental treatment
been denied to West Africans. Because these experimental treatments and vaccines are now in high demand,
they can be sold at exorbitant prices. Norway, which purchased the purported last dose of the promising Ebola
treatment zMapp on October 7, will not disclose how much the government paid for it, but a Norwegian nurse
who was working in Western Africa is the person who will receive this treatment. The only African countries
that successfully purchased zMapp received a few doses for doctors who were affected. One of those doctors
died, likely because he received the drug too late. This is in contrast to the American health care workers Dr.
Kent Brantly and Nancy Writebol. The drug was flown across the Atlantic to ensure it was taken shortly after
infection in both cases--and they were then brought back to the U. There are currently four Ebola vaccines in
development. Two are close to clinical trials in humans after having been shown to be effective in other
primates. However, profits come people in this case, too. One of the vaccines, which may make people
exposed to the Ebola virus resistant to getting the disease, has supplies for approximately 1, doses--but they
are stalled in a warehouse in Canada. NewLink Genetics, the owner of the intellectual property rights for the
vaccine--and partners with the producers of zMapp--says it is working as quickly as possible to move to trials,
but needs the proper contracts and insurance before it can release the serum. Because it is usually cheaper and
easier to find participants, and ethical regulations are lax, drug trials in "developing countries" have increased
fold over the past 10 years, a stunning example of racism in bioethics. Examples of Africans used as little
more than guinea pigs for the drug industry abound. One group of HIV-positive pregnant women was given
the current standard for treatment a long course of anti-retroviral drugs while another was given a placebo a
pill with no drug, only sugar or salt. The women were not properly informed of the purpose of the study or the
placebo parts of the study. The trial resulted in a rate of HIV infection among infants born to the women that
was twice as high with the placebo than with the drugs. Essentially, hundreds of infants were purposefully
allowed to contract HIV in order to promote the effectiveness of a very expensive drug. Another example
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comes from Nigeria, where in , the antibiotic Trovan, from the drug company Pfizer, was tested on hundreds
of children to determine its effectiveness in treating meningitis, an infection affecting the nervous system.
Although Pfizer claimed it informed all study participants of the risks, many parents of children given the drug
say they were not even told that it was part of a study, much less informed of any possible side effects. Then
the Americans and some local Nigerian doctors injected Anas with this evil drug. According to the New York
Times , "In all, 11 children died in the trial: Others suffered blindness, deafness and brain damage. Nor is
racism in the pharmaceutical industry restricted to Africa. There is a long history of unethical drug testing on
people of color in the U. One of the most famous examples is the so-called "Tuskegee experiment" conducted
by the U. In , impoverished Black sharecroppers in Macon County, Ga. Two-thirds of these men had
contracted syphilis prior to the start of the study. When the antibiotic penicillin was shown to be an effective
treatment for the debilitating disease in , none of the subjects were informed or treated. Instead, the study was
continued to observe how the disease progressed. In exchange for their participation, the men were offered
free meals and burial services. Today, racism is fueling the Ebola crisis in Western Africa, with African lives
seen as worth less than those of Westerners. As the disease rages, we should point the finger at the failure of
Western governments and drug companies to deliver the needed resources. They are more concerned with
enforcing borders and protecting profits than with stopping an epidemic that threatens the lives of untold
thousands.
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Chapter 4 : Montreal Simon: The Monstrous Cons and the Epidemic of Hatred
Dr. Savage talked about the danger of mass hysteria, "It's like a virus. As a trained epidemiologist it's really like an
epidemic. It's almost a medical situation, this madness is very similar to an epidemic that continues to spread though a
population without discriminating who it attacks.

Infectious Agents as Tools of Mass Casualties Historically, outbreaks wars of microbial species against the
human species have killed far more people than war itself. Worldwide, naturally occurring infectious diseases
remain the major causes of death. Still, a substantial number of people approximately 70, die each year from
infectious diseases 2. The travel and trade necessary for economic globalization, continued potential for
transmission of infectious agents from animals to humans, and large populations living in proximity in major
urban areas of the world, make disease outbreaks a major threat. The resistance of common pathogens to the
available antimicrobial agents adds significantly to the threat. Advances in public health, diagnostic and
pharmacological interventions are needed to protect the population from emerging and re-emerging infectious
diseases. The global nature of infectious disease threats is well described in a statement prepared by Dr.
Bioterrorism , National Security and Law Bioterrorism has now been defined as the intentional use of a
pathogen or biological product to cause harm to a human, animal, plant or other living organisms to influence
the conduct of government or to intimidate or coerce a civilian population 4. Biological agents are easy to
develop as weapons, are more lethal than chemical weapons, are less expensive and more difficult to detect
than nuclear weapons 5. Diseases caused by biological agents are not only a public health issue but also a
problem of national security. Two simulated biological attacks, Dark Winter small pox and TOPOFF plague ,
in the United States demonstrated serious weaknesses in the public health system that could prevent an
effective response to bioterrorism or severe naturally occurring infectious diseases 6,7,8,9, The intentional
dispersal of anthrax through the United States Postal Service that followed the terrorist attacks of September
11, , brought these issues into a clear focus. The United States government began a process to strengthen the
public health infrastructure. The need for law reform was recognized as law has long been considered as an
important tool of public health Some states like Colorado and Rhode Island had developed legislation or
administrative public health plans for a bioterrorism event prior to September 1, The Model Act was designed
to update and modernize the state public statutes and to avoid problems of inconsistency, inadequacy and
obsolescence. This act provides state actors with the powers to detect and contain bioterrorism or a naturally
occurring disease outbreak. The act also contains a modernized, extensive set of principles and requirements to
safeguard personal rights. NEJM, April The American Society for Microbiology ASM has testified before
congress on issues surrounding biosecurity and has worked closely with congress in the drafting of Title II to
balance Public Health concern over safely and security with need to protect legitimate scientific research and
diagnostic testing. The notice states that each facility should designate a responsible facility official RFO to
complete the notification of possession form by September 10, The RFO will need to inventory the facility
and consult with others e. Principal Investigators to obtain the required information. In order to avoid
inconsistencies and noncompliance, at the July meeting, it was recommended to the Committee that the
Principal Investigators provide a complete list of all the biological agents being used in their laboratories. The
Safety Officer would then use the information needed to register with the Secretary of Health and Human
Services and provide inspections to ensure safety and compliance with the requirements. Historical
Perspective and Trends Related to Bioterrorism The intentional use of living organisms or infected materials
derived from them has occurred over centuries during war and "peace" time by armies, states, groups and
individuals 14,15, One of the first recorded uses of a biological agent in the war was in BC. The Carthaginian
soldiers led by Hannibal used snakes in the battle against King Eumenes of Perganium and achieved a victory
17, As early as BC, the Greeks polluted the wells and drinking water supplies of their enemies with animal
corpses. The use of catapults and siege machines introduced new technology to biological warfare. Some of
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the more recent events of biological warfare are chronicled below - The Tartars catapulted bodies infected
with plague into Caffa now Ukraine in at the end of a 3 day siege. The inhabitants of Central and South
America were decimated by small pox and measles that accompanied the Spanish conquistadors. British forces
used blankets contaminated with small pox to infect North American Indians in the 18th century. The modern
era of biological weapons development began immediately before and during World War II. Between and
Japanese unit dropped bombs containing up to 15 million plague infected fleas on two Chinese cities - Quxian
and Ning-hsien, resulting in at least deaths. Water supplies and food items were contaminated with B. Weather
Underground , a United States revolutionary group intended to obtain agents at Ft. Detrick by blackmail and to
temporarily incapacitate United States cities to demonstrate the impotence of the federal government. Report
originated with a US Customs informant. The attack was aborted when cultures were discarded. Bulgarian
defector Georgi Markov was assassinated in Lauda using ricin-filled pellet infected with a spring-loaded
device disguised in an umbrella. Similar device used against a second defector in the same area was
unsuccessful. Accidental release of anthrax from Soviet bioweapons facility caused an epidemic of
inhalational anthrax with at least 77 cases and 60 deaths. Red Army Faction Members of a Marxist
revolutionary ideology group allegedly cultivated botulinum toxin in a Paris safe-house and planned attacks
against at least 9 German officials and civilian leaders. This probably was an erroneous report, later repudiated
by the German government. Indian religious cult headed by Rajneeshee plotted to contaminate restaurant salad
bars with Salmonella typhimanice in Dallas, Oregon. The motivation was to incapacitate voters to win local
elections and seize political control of the county. The incident resulted in a large community outbreak of
salmonellosis involving patients and at least 45 hospitalizations. The plot was revealed when the cult collapsed
and members turned informants. Minnesota Patriots Council Right wing "Patriot" movement obtained Ricin
extracted from castor beans by mail order. New Age Doomsday cult seeking to establish a theocratic state in
Japan attempted at least 10 times to use anthrax, botulinum toxin, Q fever agent and Ebola virus in aerosol
form. All attempts with biological weapons failed. Multiple chemical weapon attacks with Sarin, Vx,
hydrogen cyanide in Matsumato, Tokyo and an assassination campaign were conducted. Nerve gas Sarin
killed 12 and injured in Tokyo subway. Intentional contamination of muffins and donuts with laboratory
cultures of Shigella dysenteriae. The event caused gastroenteritis in 45 laboratory workers and 4 were
hospitalized. Larry Wayne Harris Allegedly threatened to release "military grade anthrax" in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Obtained plague and anthrax vaccine strains , repeatedly isolated several other bacteria. Made vague
threats against US federal officials on behalf of right wing "patriot" groups. Arrested when he talked openly
about biological weapons terrorism. Intentional dissemination of anthrax spores through the US Postal System
leading to the death of five people, infection of 22 others and contamination of several government buildings.
Investigation into the attacks so far has not led to any conclusions. Chronology of Anti-Bioterrorism Biosafety
Actions The United States signs but fails to ratify the treaty. The treaty contained no provision for
verifications and inspection. International pressures mount to draw up new treaties to curb such weapons.
November 25, President Richard M. Nixon unilaterally renounces the use of biological weapons in war by the
United States and restricts research to immunization and safety efforts. Three months later, he extends the ban
to include toxins. The Biological and Toxin weapons Convention entered into force March 26, There are now
states parties to the convention and an additional 18 signatories Article VI of the Convention that provides for
actions against noncompliance has proved to be an inadequate mechanism. May 13, Shortly after the Allied
victory against Iraq, President George Bush announced that the United States will renounce the use of
chemical weapons for any reason. April, Russian President Boris N. January, President George Bush signs the
Chemical Weapons treaty at the convention banning the production and use of chemical weapons. April 15,
New regulations aimed at limiting access to chemicals and pathogens that could be made into weapons go into
effect under the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act. April 29, The Chemical Weapons Convention
went into effect. It has more than signatories and 65 ratifications. July 25, The United States rejected a
protocol to strengthen the Biological Weapons Convention as well as the whole approach to it Like the
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Chemical Weapons Conventions CWC , a strong bioweapons protocol could add to the deterrence of
bioweapons which are a much greater threat. The Allied Biological Weapons program had shifted from the
British research into anthrax and the development of the World War II anthrax cattlecake retaliation weapon ,
to a large United States based research, development and production capability. The United States military had
accepted seven types of classified agents and could produce tons of an agent per month at plants such as the
one at Pine Bluff in Arkansas. This offensive program was unilaterally abandoned in , giving impetus to the
creation of the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention. The Soviet Union signed the Convention at its
inception in It is estimated that at least 10 nations and possibly 17 possess biological warfare agents Of the
seven countries listed by the United States Department of State as sponsoring international terrorism, at least
five are suspected to have biological warfare programs Nations and dissident groups have the access to skills
needed to selectively cultivate some of the most dangerous pathogens and to deploy them as agents of
biological terrorism and war The Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo that released the nerve gas Sarin in the Tokyo
subway also had plans for biological terrorism They were in possession of large quantities of nutrient media,
botulinum toxin, anthrax cultures and drove aircraft equipped with spray tanks. Members of this group had
traveled to Zaire in to obtain samples of Ebola virus. Aum Shinrikyo is an example of a large well financed
organization that was attempting to develop biological weapons capability. Such organizations would be
expected to cause the greatest harm, because of their access to scientific expertise, biological agents and most
importantly, dissemination technology Smaller, less sophisticated organizations may use biological agents to
further their specific goals rather than to kill. Such organizations could use readily available pathogens. The
Rajhneeshees who attempted to influence local elections in Dallas, Oregon by contaminating salad bars with
Salmonella typhimurium. The third type are smaller groups or individuals who may have very limited targets,
e.
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Chapter 5 : Underrated Infection/Virus Movies â€“ The Film Fanatic
For let's be clear, this is an epidemic of hatred. Notley has faced a barrage of online threats and abuse since her NDP
government was elected in May She was the target of incidents of what was termed inappropriate contact or
communication between Jan. 26, â€” when tracking of such incidents began â€” and Dec. 19, , according.

Advertisement In Brief Since the attacks on September 11, , the Bush administration has used a war metaphor
to define counterterrorism strategy. Such a description may simplify a complex reality, making it more
mentally manageable, but it may also oversimplify and distort reality. Metaphors can guide national decision
making. The wars that began in Afghanistan in and Iraq in clearly demonstrate that the concept of a war to
combat a method of violence used by nonstate agents is more than rhetoric. Viewing counterterrorism through
the lens of law enforcement may yield more tightly focused tactics that are less costly than war and less likely
to provoke resentment and backlash. Relating counterterrorism to disease containment or prejudice reduction
shifts the focus to the psychological underpinnings of terrorism and, in doing so, may suggest successful
long-term strategies that chip away at the motivations of terrorists. On the eve of our national election, we
realize that one challenging issue facing the next president is how to address terrorism and the options for
counterterrorism. As psychological research has made clear, what he and his administration say about these
issues will influence how the public thinks about themâ€”and will affect our national and international policy.
But they do not adequately represent the complexities of the problem, resulting in selective perception of the
facts, and they may reflect the views of only a few key policy makers. Nevertheless, they can guide national
decision making. Although the war metaphor has some advantages, the next president should consider other
terms that lead to thinking that is more nuancedâ€”and ultimately more effective. Viewing counterterrorism
through the lens of law enforcement, for example, may yield more tightly focused tactics that are less likely to
provoke resentment and backlash and are also less costly than war. Nixon and Ronald Reagan, for example,
preferred a disease metaphor. Bush adopted the war construct immediately. On the morning of September 12, ,
after a meeting of the National Security Council, the president told reporters: They were acts of war. If
terrorism is war, then the national security, indeed the existence, of each side is threatened. The conflict is
zero-sum; the outcome will be victory for one side or the other. Being in a state of war also requires national
unity, and dissent is easily interpreted as unpatriotic. The solution has to be military. An expansion of
executive power accompanies the war metaphor: But in several ways, the struggle against terrorism differs
significantly from conventional war. First, the entity that attacked the U. Since the entity that the U. It has
progressed from the so-called terrorist organizations to an ideology that aspires to world domination. A typical
war ends in the capitulation of the enemy, but al Qaeda is unlikely to surrender formally. In the revised U. As
a result, the war drags on, breeding disappointment with the results and a public outcry to bring the troops
home. The psychological rationale of war is to bring the enemy to its knees and to convince it and its support
base that terrorism is counterproductive. The war concept also deafens ears to the underlying troubles of the
terroristsâ€”the frustrations and grievances that may have fostered terrorism, as well as the belief systems that
lent it ideological sustenance. Meanwhile the metaphor encourages stereotyping and discrimination against
members of the broad social categories to which terrorists may belong, such as Muslims, Saudi Arabians or
Middle Easterners. Finally, framing counterterrorism as war has considerable costs. These costs are especially
steep in a war that has no definite end. Fighting Crime Whereas war is a reaction to a massive confrontation,
law enforcement generally follows more restricted challengesâ€”akin in many ways to those typically
presented by terrorism. For instance, extensive police work, a trial and convictions followed the truck
bombing in the World Trade Center parking garage that resulted in six deaths, hundreds of injuries and
property damage just under half a billion dollars. After all, terrorists often engage in crime as conventionally
defined, and suspected terrorists in the U. And as an ongoing concern, law enforcement does not suggest the
need for an overwhelming financial commitment but rather must compete for resources with education, jobs,
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housing and welfare. The law-enforcement idea also limits the costs of mistakes. Civilian casualties, nearly
unavoidable in bombing raids of terrorist targets under the war metaphor, are unlikely with law-enforcement
policies, which are thus less apt to fuel anger toward the West and thereby boost support for terrorist
organizations. What is more, the experience of the Israelis and the British suggests that successful
counterterrorism often resembles painstaking police work more than it does war. That is, effective police work
requires understanding a local culture and geography, developing local relationships and cultivating local
sources of informationâ€”efforts for which an army is ill prepared. International cooperation in
counterterrorism is also more possible under the law-enforcement approach. Whereas the international
community is basically in favor of law and order, the war metaphor is often too demanding for many states to
embrace. And yet terrorism, unlike most crimes, is ideologically inspired. In contrast to typical criminals, who
tend to have selfish, personal motivations, terrorists are often trying to change the world and frequently
believe they are serving a cause that will achieve a greater good. Because of such grand ideas, terrorists often
inspire admiration and respect in their communities. During much of the second Intifada, which began in
September and ended this past June, public opinion polls conducted among Palestinians revealed that about 80
percent supported suicide attacks against Israelis. In such situations, law-enforcement officials may have
difficulty convincing the public to help them fight crimes related to terrorism. Finally, because
law-enforcement tactics do not generally dampen the motivation to engage in terrorism, their success in
thwarting attacks is often short-lived. Terrorists are a determined and inventive bunch, and sooner or later they
are likely to find other means of carrying out their plans, for instance, resorting to suicide missions if
necessary. Containing an Epidemic The social epidemic metaphor for counterterrorism likens the spread of
terrorist ideas to the transmission of infectious disease: In that environment a vectorâ€”such as the
malaria-carrying Anopheles mosquito or the Internetâ€”facilitates the transmission of a pathogen or ideas. It
thus suggests that rolling back terrorism requires a multipronged effort to tackle each of these elements just as
controlling malaria requires preventive methods that target its environmental contributors, such as spraying the
ponds in which the mosquitoes breed and supplying people with protective clothing and mosquito nets. This
metaphor offers a lens through which to more closely examine the underlying psychological forces behind
terrorism. A terrorist philosophy may be propagated by any of several vectors or vehicles, one of the most
prominent being the mosque, where young Muslims are inculcated with an unquestioning reverence for Allah.
The Middle Eastern prisoners whom a team of psychologists led by one of us Post interviewed in consistently
cited the mosque as the place where most members were initially introduced to the Palestinian cause. The
Internet may also facilitate spread of the ideological pathogen. In one recruitment drive, potential converts are
bombarded with religious decrees and anti-American propaganda, provided with manuals on how to be a
terrorist andâ€”as they are led through a maze of secret chat roomsâ€”given instructions on how to make the
journey to Iraq to fight U. The Internet is thus one obvious target for counterterrorism. In addition to these
vehicles, the propagation of terrorism requires a receptive population. Such susceptibility can arise from early
socialization to a terrorism-justifying ideology and personal circumstances that render the ideology appealing.
Inculcation at an early age can build hatred into a child. Personal suffering and frustrations can add to the
vulnerability. For people growing up or currently living in repressed or limited socioeconomic conditions,
academic or economic achievement may seem remote. Thus, many people seek success instead as fighters for
a terrorist cause. Traumatic experiences such as having a relative or friend killed by the enemy may increase
the desire to embrace collectivistic causes. Creating alternative paths to success might immunize a susceptible
population by enabling bright, educated individuals to thrive within their culture rather than striking out in
despair. Stemming Prejudice Rather than approaching terrorism as a problem perpetuated by the terrorists
alone, as the other three metaphors do, the metaphor of prejudice reduction shifts the focus from a unilateral to
a bilateral concern and casts terrorism as one expression of tense and deteriorating intergroup relations. A
poignant example of such incendiary associations involves Muslim immigrants in Europe and the ethnically
native European populations. Three of the terrorist pilots in the September 11 attacksâ€”Mohamed Atta,
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Marwan al-Shehhi and Ziad Jarrahâ€”were young Muslims who spent extended periods living in Europe.
Since then, a series of attacks, interrupted attacks and plots has been linked to other young Muslims with
European background. Most recently, eight Muslim doctors or doctors in training working in British hospitals
were arrested in connection with two attempts to explode car bombs in downtown London on June 29, , and an
attempt the next day to ram a flaming Jeep into the main entrance of the Glasgow airport. According to a
report by the Pew Global Attitudes Project, 58 to 70 percent of both Muslims and non-Muslims in Great
Britain, France and Germany say that intergroup relations are bad. Cultural differences may explain part of the
problem. For instance, many non-Muslim Europeans tend to hold that Muslims are fanatical, violent and
disrespectful of women, and most are very or somewhat concerned about the rise of Islamic extremism in their
country. As a result of such attitudes, Muslims may be discriminated against in housing, employment and
services. Muslim and non-Muslim Europeans also tend not to visit the same stores or entertainment and
sporting venues, extending the separation of the two cultures to everyday life. Although such tensions may not
constitute sufficient conditions for terrorism, they may instill the readiness to buy into a terrorism-justifying
ideology and are potential harbingers of violent intergroup conflict. For example, 24 percent of British
Muslims and 35 percent of French Muslims endorse the statement that violence against civilian targets is
sometimes or rarely justified in the service of Islam, according to the Pew report. Multiple initiatives are under
way to enhance integration and reduce friction between Muslims and non-Muslims in Europe. Some of them
involve efforts to document discriminatory behavior or civil-rights violations; others strive to promote
dialogue or involve legislation to punish discriminatory behaviors in employment, housing and banking.
Despite such efforts, social scientists have done little to evaluate what works to enhance social integration and
eliminate tensions. And yet prejudice and discrimination have been among the most intensively studied social
psychological phenomena. In particular, a wealth of experimental research has shown that creating
opportunities for two groups to meet and interact with each other under agreeable circumstances can go a long
way toward reducing prejudice. In the so-called contact hypothesis described by Harvard University
psychologist Gordon Allport in his text The Nature of Prejudice, the key is interaction or contact between
equal-status members of each group in the pursuit of common goals. In psychologists Thomas F. Tropp of
Boston College reported in a meta-analysis of studies, which included population samples and 1, tests, that
rates of prejudice fall significantly with contact. Some types of interventions appear to work better than others
do: And, as Allport had argued, when authorities sanction the meetings, that fact predicts success better than
any other factor. Efforts at prejudice reduction should include media campaigns and enforcement of
antidiscrimination policies as well as immigration laws, educational programs and foreign policy initiatives
designed to augment the good will generated by contact programs. And because prejudice is strongly related to
real economic disparities and is augmented by a sense of injustice, psychological efforts may work best if
combined with credible policies aimed at the elimination of objective inequalities. Alliances Prejudicial
attitudes are by no means the only explanation for aggression that may translate to terrorism. What is more,
the contact prescription that accompanies the idea of prejudice reduction emphasizes cooperative secular
activities, thereby failing to address the radical religious notions that fuel terrorism. More generally, the
concept of prejudice reduction, like the epidemic metaphor, neglects the short-term challenges posed by
terrorism, including the need to counter specific terrorist schemes and protect societies from the immediate
threats these entail. Thus, no single metaphor can fully encapsulate counterterrorism. Each beams a searchlight
on specific psychological pieces of the puzzle, illuminating some of its aspects while leaving others in
darkness. Jointly, however, these four descriptions manage to convey the considerable complexity behind the
violent acts that counterterrorism policies are designed to thwart. To achieve this broader perspective, we
recommend a comprehensive approach involving collaboration between military and law-enforcement experts,
along with social scientists who can highlight the likely psychological, political or sociological ramifications
of various counterterrorism initiatives. Admittedly, setting up such an alliance may not be easy, and long-term
considerations may seem at odds with, or tangential to, current security needs.
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Chapter 6 : Socialism as a hate crime | Power Line
The Epidemic of Hate and Its Cure COMMENTARY: The reason the Church names anger as one of the seven 'deadly'
sins is because it's simultaneously so poisonous, so delicious and so addictive.

View in PDF Perhaps the greatest misunderstanding about Islam today is that it is an inherently violent
religion whose followers condone acts of terrorism. In reality, terrorism and indiscriminate violence
completely contradict the teachings of Islam. Islam is a religion of mercy and ethics. It encourages people to
beautify their relationship with God and with those around them through good character and deeds. The
Quran, the divinely revealed scripture of Islam, displays an extraordinary respect for human life: This is what
He commands you to do: In the Quran, God Allah in Arabic praises those who have given preference to others
over themselves Muslims are instructed by their faith to work for the betterment of their communities,
societies and the world at large. Simply put, Muslims are commanded to build, not to cause harm or
destruction. Consequently, Muslims struggle on a daily basis to uphold a treasured spiritual principle: In other
words, they perform jihad. Physical struggle is one of the many dimensions of jihad. Islam permits
engagement in war for purposes of self-defense and combating oppression, after all efforts at peace fail. God
proclaims in the Quran: By Your grace, give us a protector and give us a helper! For example, jihad is limited
to combatants while terrorism causes the death of civilians. Also, jihad is bound by strict rules of engagement
but terrorism has no such limits. Rules of Warfare The objectives of warfare in Islam are to establish justice
and end oppression; the motive for combative jihad can never be to forcefully convert others or to seize
territory and resources. While consent is given to defend oneself, it should never lead to injustice against
others. There are also very strict restrictions and rules for engaging in warfare. No fruit-bearing trees, crops,
animals or infrastructure should be destroyed. Properties should not be damaged, and poisoning water sources
is forbidden. The opposing side must be treated justly, with the wounded and prisoners of war given fair and
humane treatment. More importantly, non-combatants are never to be harmed. Their goal should always be to
achieve peace and justice. A Persistent Myth Despite the facts, many people continue to associate Islam with
violence. Unfortunately, many associate even the success of Islam with violence, mistakenly believing that
Islam was spread by the sword. In the early history of Islam, when Muslim rule stretched from Western
Europe to China, the various peoples living in these lands were not forced to convert to Islam. They were free
to keep their own religions, though many chose Islam over generations. In numerous places, Islam spread via
trade, communication and peaceful assimilation. For example, Islam reached Indonesia through Muslim
traders dating back to the 13th century C. Today, Indonesia is the largest Muslim majority country in the
world, with more than million Muslims. Muslims are commanded by their faith to safeguard the rights of
minorities and ensure that their religious sentiments are respected. Proof of this can be seen in the existence of
old churches and synagogues throughout the Muslim world, including places like Turkey, Egypt, Palestine,
Syria and Bosnia. This is evidenced by the presence of significant non-Muslim populations in many
Muslim-majority countries as well. A substantial number of Muslims also live in peaceful coexistence with
people of other faiths worldwide, including China, India, England, Nigeria and the United States. As
minorities, Muslims are obliged to adhere to the laws of the land in which they live. They are considered to
have entered into a covenant of protection with the government that must be honored and respected. No matter
where they reside, Muslims are taught by their faith to maintain kind and respectful treatment of others. In the
Quran, God repeatedly reminds us of our common humanity. Unfortunately, popular media tends to ignore
these contributions, focusing more on the sensational and violent actions of fringe groups and individuals.
This reinforces an oversimplified and inaccurate image of Islam and Muslims, reducing both to a caricature of
violence and terror. Islamic scholars and organizations worldwide have publicly affirmed that the
misinterpretation of Islam to justify acts of violence against innocent people is completely against the basic
teachings of Islam. They have also vocally denounced terrorist attacks. At the same time, it is important to
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recognize that terrorism is a global epidemic that manifests itself in various forms and afflicts practically every
community that is mired in political and social problems across the globe. In other words, while terrorism
involving Muslims represents a deviation from Islamic principles, it is by no means confined to Muslims
alone. In a world full of conflict, the most effective way in which we can combat terrorism is by building
bridges of compassion and cooperation â€” no matter what our races, ethnicities or religions may be. Only
then can we come closer to our shared goals of security and peace, thereby sanctifying life just as God intends
us to â€” not only for ourselves, but for future generations as well. The subscript p next to Prophet
Muhammadp represents the invocation Muslims say with his name:
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Researchers have identified mutations in Ebola virus that emerged during the Ebola virus epidemic in West Africa that
increased the ability of the virus to infect human cells, two independent teams of researchers are reporting 3 November
in Cell.

May 11, Author: The Film Fanatic 11 Comments As we draw closer to the time of year where it becomes the
norm for people to dress up like clowns and scare the shit out of the rest of us regular, clown-fearing folk,
some light needs to be shed on some of the lesser known itchy-scratchy, bleedy-weedy, pukey-wukey films of
the virus sub-genre. Perfect Sense Starring the Obi-Wan Kenobi of the much detested prequel Star Wars
trilogy and that lady from a lot of independent films and then Rise of an Empire , Perfect Sense is not the only
indie British film to make this list. As with Romeo and Juliet, the pair are doomed from the start, but at least
they get to experience the complete loss of all sensory perception together, right? Accompanied also by
Thandie Newton and Billie Elliot, the three carry the film entirely in this single-location thriller, allowing for a
much more tense atmosphere than Perfect Sense. We witness a couples retreat in Scotland thankfully without
the presence of Vince Vaughn as the pair try to rekindle their marriage following a miscarriage. So, Antichrist
without the genital mutilation. As the Private boards up the doors and windows, the couple begin to suspect
that this erratic stranger is 10 Cloverfield Laning them, which give arise to the suspenseful mystery that the
Cloverfield sequel achieves surprisingly well. The story leads us to a gloomy yet excellent twist of a
conclusion that will leave a taste in the mouth more bitter than choking on your own viral-induced bloody
vomit. Right at Your Door Sharing similarities with Retreat, this film won the Cinematography Award at
Sundance in , which is quite an achievement considering the fact that the film is set largely in one interior
location. When several dirty bombs detonate in Los Angeles, Brad seals himself in his home, and, in an act
that is only as douchey as his name, does not allow his dust-covered wife inside for fear that she is now
infectious, instead opting to stay inside and wait for all this to blow over. Blindness Blindness closely
compares to Perfect Sense more than any other film in this list, in the sense that it features an outbreak that
attacks sensory perception rather than eating at your flesh until the skin on your legs slides off like salami.
Granted, the epidemic only affects human vision. Who would have guessed? Our heroes the Hulk, Roger
Murtaugh, Sarah Harding and Padre Amaro are forced to navigate some city, somewhere, without the use of
their sight. It becomes far more disturbing than it initially sounds, as our characters witness society crumble
down around them. Well, they hear society crumble down around them. Definitely worth watching, Blindness
flew a bit under the radar in , ending on fairly different note to the aforementioned movies. When there is no
more room in hell, the blind will walk the earth. Forget infectious bites, airbourne plagues, dead dogs in the
woods or, if you are M. Night Shyamalan, the trees, and worry instead about words and language. Closer to
the zombie sub-genre than the previous films, our radio announcer locks himself in the sound proof booth of
the building. Carriers What sets this apart from many other virus movies is the fact that it deals with the
aftermath of a pandemic. Instead of watching in horror as it all unfolds, the audience is treated to soul-sucking
themes of survival following an apocalyptic outbreak. The mission of a small band of survivors led by Captain
Kirk is to make it to the Southwest coast of America to ride out the rest of the apocalypse. These are not the
voyages of Rick, Coral, stuff and thangs; even though there is a strong absence of walkers, the film deals with
the horrors of humanity when it comes to surviving in the post-apocalypse, as the The Walking Dead hammers
in one bloody season after another. View all posts by The Film Fanatic Post navigation.
Chapter 8 : Zika virus, detection, public health | Homeland Security Newswire
Islamophobia Boston Marathon Attacks Will Now Define Terrorism For Americans. The Boston attacks will either reignite
the post-9/11 Islamophobia epidemic, or mark a major turning point in the.
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Chapter 9 : World View-Hepatitis C: Late-Blooming Boomer Epidemic? | Breitbart
United in Hate analyzes the Left's contemporary romance with militant Islam as a continuation of the Left's love affair
with communist totalitarianism in the twentieth century.
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